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Abstract

Aim. The purpose of this research is to capture the shift between two cultural identi-
ties, for a group of Romanian children enrolled in a German teaching preschool class, 
and to closely analyse the impact on cultural identity components. 

Methods. In this study 27 children, aged 3 to 6, were involved, together with their 
parents and two teachers. During one year of investigation, they were analysed using 
participative observation, focus groups and in-depth interviews conducted in a public 
preschool. 

Results. The analysis reveals which cultural identity components of these chil-
dren undergo transformation, in what amount and with what impact considering the 
school environment and the in  uence of both parents and teachers. For this research, 
the exploration of cultural identity components was done under the conceptualisation 
proposed by Ching Wan and Pony Yuen-Ga Chew (2013), namely: cultural knowledge, 
categorisation and social relationships (self-expressed in attitudes and behaviour). 

Conclusions. Although a positive image emerges for the German culture as a future 
culture of belonging, we notice the children’s effort to achieve the cultural shift desired 
by their parents and a subtle emotional discharge in their free play and verbalised mental 
models. The different vision of parents and teachers over education strengthens some 
components of cultural identity by broadening the autonomy-shame ambition that 
increases the level of self-con  dence, which receives a distinct German cultural mark.
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Introduction 

Identity can only be understood as a process of being and becoming, a 
process initiated somewhere between the need for similarity and difference 
and characterised by the dynamics of agreement-disagreement, convention-
innovation, and communication-negotiation (Jenkins, 1996). The construction 
of cultural identity no longer carries doubts over the process itself. The world 
is constantly moving and cultural blending, globally or individually, is both a 
challenge and a source of social regeneration.

Studying the effects that cultural blending on the state of together the indi-
vidual well-being and the political and economic situation is a subject of inter-
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est in a world increasing cultural mix (Jana, Linda, Maja, & Harald, 2018). For 
the most part, the literature in this area regards the problems of immigrants 
adapting to the new countries of af  liation (Cohen & Kassan, 2018; Bhugra & 
Becker, 2005). Henri Tajfel and John Turner (1979) proposed strategic explana-
tions if the membership group did not meet the need for preserving one`s posi-
tive social identity. The authors propose three strategies: (1) social mobility, (2) 
social creativity and (3) social competition.

Most researches aim at the adolescent and adult population, who subscribe 
to one of these social mobility strategies. This study explores two different 
perspectives. First, the subjects analysed are children. Second, the context in 
which the discussion arises is one in which although one of the mentioned 
strategies is adopted, neither immigrants, nor minorities adopt the creative 
strategy for the improvement of their social-cultural identity, but the major-
ity. The cultural mix space we are considering in this research is Transylvania 
(and the city of Sibiu), a place with more than 800 years of history of ethnic 
interference. Although the majority of population is of Romanian ethnicity and 
the German/Saxon is a minority, the past Saxon state’s superiority (Gündisch, 
2001) is preserved over time and infused into the prestige of the German school 
(Popa, 2007). Today, in Sibiu, the public school has a Romanian section and a 
German one. And the Romanian parents want to enrol their children in the 
prestigious German section. This study explores the voice of children under 
the parents’ decision of enrolling them in a German section preschool and the 
effects on their cultural identity components. 

The most common components through which cultural identity is described 
are: ethnic or national in origin, religion, race, gender, language, country, edu-
cation, occupation, age, family and status (Altugan, 2015).

Farah Ibrahim and Jianna Heuer (2015) complete the list with the follow-
ing: race, ethnicity, nationality, migration and indigenous status, migration as 
a phenomenon in the membership group, dominated or domineering status 
of the membership group, socio-political history, gender and sexual orienta-
tion, socio-economic status of family, religion and spirituality, level of edu-
cation, family characteristics (number of parents, other close members, single 
parent family), capacity and disability of the social status, country and region 
of origin, and residence of the moment.

For this study, the analysis of the cultural identity components subscribes 
to the conceptualisation recommended by Wan Ching and Pony Yuen-Ga 
Chew (2013), namely: cultural knowledge, categorisation and social relation-
ships (self-expressed in attitudes and behaviour). 

As the history just listed does not generate a profound understanding of 
social transformation, which in turn supports the calibration of future inter-
actions and the well-being at micro and macro level, nor the inventory of 
cultural identity components is suf  cient. This study looks deeply at the 
changes within the cultural identity from an early age with a still in forma-
tion psychology and tries to obtain authentic feedback directly for children’s 
voices. 
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Lourdes Gaitán (2006) proposes a new sociology of childhood and attrib-
utes the role of active social actors to children (as a group unit, not to the 
child as an individual unit), which must be taken into account in sociological 
approaches. What the new researcher’s theory brings out is the description of 
the two institutions, the family and the school, in terms of the signi  cance that 
children assign (Gaitán, 2006).

The argument for the “children’s voice” perspective is the direction of the 
triad family-sociocultural environment - children, which “will be positive 
when the characteristics of the children and the parents are compatible or con-
gruent, and the response to social support is adequate” (Gaitán, 2006, p. 27). 
Coherence within this matrix is   considered important for social balance. How-
ever, unlike the past, today taking into account the children’s perspective as a 
valued social group in the contemporary society is imposed more than in the 
manner of a right. The need to understand children as factors in themselves is 
postulated to contribute to the construction of the social system through their 
active participation in establishing consistency (Gaitán, 2006).

Methodology

The research was conducted during one year, using participative observa-
tion, focus groups and in-depth interviews. Research tools such as an interview 
guide for focus groups and observation grids were used. We emphasise that 
this study is descriptive and non-experimental. The target population was a 
group of children from a public kindergarten. For completing and understand-
ing the data collected, the two teachers from the observed group were also 
interviewed.

12 boys and 15 girls, aged 3 to 6, formed the group of investigated children. 
Usually, kindergarten classes gather children of the same age, but the German 
section uses mixed aged classes as a learning strategy (toddlers learn from the 
ones that are of a superior age). The group has no special requirements and no 
physical or psychological issues are mentioned. 

Children’s parents are of different ages, starting from 24 to 55 years, and 
have diverse occupations (economist, professor, doctor, engineer, administra-
tor, computer operator, lawyer, non-commissioner, translator, etc.).

The two teachers are graduates of the high school, the German section, have 
completed higher education in the  eld of foreign languages   (German-English, 
German-Romanian) and have a  ve-year and a 27-year experience in preschool 
education.

Hypothesis 
The con  guration of cultural identity components of the observed children 

undergoes changes that they do not comprehend, but can be converted into 
adverse emotional states.
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Research questions
1. Are children aware of the differences between Romanian and German 

cultural elements?
2. Are children able to label different ethnicities? What are those labels?
3. What is the role of free play in this context of cultural identity 

construction?
4. What is the autonomy-shame conjunction and what effects does this 

con  guration have on the cultural identity of children?

The cultural identity components are detailed in Table 1 as study dimen-
sions and variables.

Table 1. Dimensions, variables 
Dimensions Variables

Cultural knowledge Ethnicity
Cultural symbols
Language 
Holidays

Categorisation Internalisation
Ethnic labels

Self in social relation (expressed in attitudes and behaviour) Autonomy 
Shame
Initiative 
Guilt

Source: Author

Research ethics 

Prior to starting the study, parents/legal tutors were informed about the 
purpose and duration of the research, questions were answered and all the 
parents/legal tutors signed a detailed informed consent. An agreement was 
also signed with the kindergarten management and the County School Inspec-
torate Sibiu.

Regarding the direct consent of children, we note that  lming and record-
ings were only done with their consent. If they have expressed verbal or non-
verbal dissent in any situation, if the devices or mere presence/conversation 
has created discomfort, they have not been  lmed, recorded or approached.

The names of the children and teachers used in the study are not real. The 
age of children, placed in brackets, is real. All citations presented as arguments 
for the interpretation of the results are personal communications taken from 
focus groups, interviews, and participative observation. Citations are placed 
between quotation marks and may have attached names which, we emphasise, 
are not real. 
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Results and discussion

Results collected through focus-groups: Cultural knowledge and categorisation
Six to nine children participated in focus groups. In forming the groups, 

we respected the mix and friendships. In each group, both girls and boys were 
invited 3-4 years and 5-6 years and at least one child in the group’s nucleus.

Focus groups were conducted after participatory observation. At this time, 
preschoolers know the role of the researcher and do not confuse it with that 
of teachers or other adults in the kindergarten. The conversation during focus 
groups was in Romanian.

The presentation of the results will be done following the cultural identity 
components, namely ethnicity, nationality, birthplace, gender, age, socio-eco-
nomic status, family, language and religion. The data is taken from the infor-
mation provided by the educator and from the documents made available by 
them.

Ethnicity: one German, two Hungarian, 24 Romanians
Nationality: all with Romanian nationality
Birth place: Sibiu
Gender: 15 girls, 12 boys
Age: three to six 
Socio-economic status: Children come from families that, as teachers say, 

have a medium-to-high socio-economic status.
Religion: two Catholics, 25 Orthodox.
Family: Children`s parents have diverse professions (economist, profes-

sor, doctor, engineer, administrator, computer operator, lawyer, non-commis-
sioner, translator, etc.). Of the 27 children, three have separated or divorced 
parents. With one exception, educators do not specify any problem or special 
situation of any child. 

Language: Romanian is the mother tongue for 25 children out of the 27. Two 
have their native Hungarian language. Of the 54 parents (mother and father), 
eight speak German, and teachers evaluate their level of speech as relatively 
low. Valerio’s mother (5 years) is one of the exceptions and she is also a German 
language teacher.

As far as the level of German language is concerned, educators appreciate 
that 11 of the children speak very well, seven only understand, but they don’t 
speak. Of those who speak. The category of German-speaking parents is dis-
tinguished. These are part of past generations, educated in German schools. 

Cultural heritage
At this point, the discussion will follow the questions addressed to children 

in focus groups. We will focus here on knowledge and awareness of family-
speci  c cultural elements and those practiced in the kindergarten environ-
ment. We also consider the ability to label, with speci  c nuances, and internal-
ize the prestige of being in the German section.
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Knowledge about ethnicity and ethnic labels
Children’s responses regarding their ethnicity are grouped into two catego-

ries: group and individual responses. Group responses depend on the leader’s 
 rst statement. So when Victoria (6 years old, group leader) states “German!” 

the rest follows her. If they are asked in turn about their ethnicity, the children 
say they are “Romanians” (Antonia, 5 years old) or “Romanians and Germans” 
(Roxana, 5 years old).

A general feature is easily revealed: children are not aware of their ethnic-
ity. Labels are retrieved from received information but are not internalized.

During the discussion, children attribute themselves, from the variants 
listed, different nationalities and ethnicities. They say they are American, 
Spanish, German, Romanian, but not Gypsies.

“Gypsies demand money from people!” (Antonia, 5 years old)
“Gypsies are the worst! Because they’re wandering in the street. With 

broken clothes!” (Radu, 5 years old)
Ask “What is it better to be? Romanian, German, American, Gypsy ... “, 

pre-schoolers mostly choose the German option. Valeriu (5 years old) says 
“German!” raising his index  nger.

In children’s mental image, the German looks “Like a man! As a true man!” 
(Ruxandra, 5 years), and being Romanian means “to be a man who knows 
how to speak only Romanian” (Dumitru, 6 years), “a man who learns German” 
(Antonia, 5 years old) and “... to be good and listen” (Teodor, 5 years). Lusti-
ness and obedience are often associated by the little ones with the idea of   being 
Romanian.

Children speak of Germany as a destination, proudly state that they have 
visited the country and claim that “There, in Germany, there are buses of 
another colour!” (Mihai, 4 years old).

Knowledge about symbols
Children recognize both the  ag of Romania and Germany.

Knowledge of language
Children know how to name the languages   they speak. They say that at 

the kindergarten they speak German, and at home, as the case may be, Roma-
nian, German, English, and the list receives colourful additions. Pre-schoolers 
say they speak with their parents French, English, Spanish and other invented 
languages.

Those who say they speak German at home and whose colleagues know 
they cannot really express themselves in German are quickly corrected. Film-
ing after the end of a focus group captures a conversation between two chil-
dren in which one threatens another to tell his mother that he has lied about 
speaking German at the kindergarten. “Good! Tell me! Mother knows I speak 
Romanian too!”, says Iris (4 years), trying to soften the untrue statement.

Those who speak German present this feature as a compliment to their own 
person. “I already know German,” says Valeriu (5 years). Knowing German 
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is a fact for which they receive praise from teachers. “When we know a lot of 
German and we are careful,” they are praised, says Ruxandra (5 years).

Valeriu (5 years old), a German teacher’s son, remarked among her parents 
by her high attitude displayed at meetings at various events, says: “I am crazy 
about my mother saying all day long I can only speak German!”.

Knowledge about holidays
Children do not give importance to celebrations and practices of this nature. 

The events (St. Martin’s Day, Carnival etc.) are simple activities. 

Internalise the prestige
Children know that they are “from the German class” and they consider 

themselves different because of this. No real awareness is revealed, but they 
carry on the prestige of being enrolled in a German lass.

Asked what they like about the German class, especially those who came 
from the Romanian section say they like to play. In fact, playing, colouring, 
going out, and sleeping are the most enjoyable activities mentioned by pre-
schoolers. Viewed only in this section of research, preferences are normal for 
the respondents’ age, but related to observing free play and the issues retained 
there, the conclusions have other valences.

Florentina (4 years) proudly states that she has “moved here”. Everyone 
presents verbally or in visible attitude the pride of being in the German class.

The struggle of being in the German group is also verbalized. Children 
have the ability to put in words emotional states. “I do not like the German sec-
tion .... Mmm ... my slippers don’t want to come here!”, says Elena (5 years old). 
“I do not like when I come to the kindergarten because my hair hurts!” (Iris, 4 
years old). Elena (5 years old) responds it is dif  cult and “...I do not know a lot 
of German”. The burden of those who do not speak the language is noted by 
colleagues who do speak German. Teodor (5 years) says about Doru (3 years) 
that “For him it is harder. He does not know German”. Antonia (5 years old) 
confesses frankly, brie  y and with tears in her eyes: “It’s hard for me.”

Results collected through participative observation and in-depth inter-
view - Self in social relation (expressed in attitudes and behaviour)

The two teachers of the class observed are graduates of the high school, 
the German section, have completed higher education in the  eld of foreign 
languages   (German-English, German-Romanian) and have a  ve-year and a 
27-year working experience in education.

As far as the vision over education and the child is concerned, teachers 
argued that the German school offers a “model that you adapt to” (Ramona), 
learning it from teachers, from experience, from school organising in itself, and 
applying it (Ramona). The concept that synthesises the vision of the child’s 
education, which the two educators share, is self-con  dence.

“At the German section you give them another level of independence com-
pared to the Romanian section,” says Ramona, “80% of what he does, is the 
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child’s choice, you support him, and somehow help him to af  rm himself”. 
“We try not to twist,” Carmen says. Independence is not gained by letting chil-
dren do what they want at any cost. There are rules, “not many”, but “consist-
ently pursued” (Carmen), which create discipline and “common sense”.

“German style, yes. We do not sit with our elbows on the table, we do not 
crack, we do not stretch ... we talk at the table, we do not cry “(Carmen). Disci-
pline is important. It is a tool for gaining con  dence. The whole kindergarten 
space is available to children. But to gain access to what they want, children 
need to achieve the trust of teachers. And the con  dence of the two teachers is 
gained by the evidence of self-con  dence.

“You have to trust him from the beginning that he can, so he has con  dence 
in himself.” “And they like this” (Ramona). This is the maximum point that 
educators target. If the children come to discover that they can do things alone 
and, moreover, enjoy the little gains of independence, then they get to trust 
them and can rely on their abilities.

Trust is viewed as “natural” (Carmen), and the  rst model of how to gain 
their own self-con  dence are the teachers themselves. They are models and a 
source of independence. Teachers constantly urge pre-schoolers to dress them-
selves, to choose toys, to go to the toilet, listen to colleagues’ opinions, answer 
with arguments, ask for what they need, tell their opinions, speak German if 
they want to join the group. And their advice is followed. Children get to do 
what they are urged to do. Moreover, pre-school children are turning this chal-
lenge into a personal need. They want to dress themselves, choose their own 
toys, speak their opinion, etc.

Children see teachers as role models. Respect for them has several facades. 
First, it is a proof, with a disciplined tone, a combination of fear of punishment 
and action, which leads to gaining the con  dence of teachers. Then there is an 
extension of the undisputed respect of parents regarding the status of teachers in 
the German section. It is also a fair source of feedback because it builds self-con  -
dence through approvals. And last but not least, it is a consistent emotional factor.

“Because I give them freedom from the beginning, I give them decision 
power. I give them the tool in their hand. The rest is their decision”, Carmen 
sums up, discovering a possible way of gaining self-con  dence.

Here we discuss aspects of Bruner’s theory (1970) with reference to the will 
to learn, which is related to the following factors: curiosity, aspiration to com-
petence, self-modelling tendency in accordance with the process of identifying 
and engaging in the social reciprocity network.

The vision of educators meets with that of parents, who, when they come 
for their children, do not let them lie alone, get dressed, tell them what to do 
and especially what not to do, what not to say, and children fall into a state of 
comfort, under the guidance of security. “When they go out of the door, they 
dress themselves, and they [the children] sit on the chair. So the children mani-
fest differently” (Carmen).

Educators mention their effort to adapt parents to the German vision 
and, at the same time, note their effort to assume that they have enrolled 
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their children in the German section, a scenario that they “do not see up 
until the end” (Ramona). Teachers speak in interviews not about the dif-
 culty of children to adapt, but about the strength that parents do in over-

coming their own limits.
Another aspect highlighted by Ramona is the guilt of parents, the remorse 

that they feel when they come to kindergarten for their children. Conscious of 
the effort of children to shift in between two cultural education models, seeing 
them tired after a day of kindergarten, parents feel the need to spoil them by 
dressing them, accepting any of their requests. But, the teacher asks: “Why 
bother to help him when he enjoys doing it?”

The guilt that Ramona sees is also an effect of the new parental vision, 
which Baumeister (1986) emphasises. Parents do not know how to manage 
the new vision. And the situation becomes even more problematic if different 
practices are encountered to counter it. Parents come to educate their children 
to be something they are not (Dencik, 1992). The need for the uniqueness of 
children of the new identity (Baumeister, 1986)  nds no support from parents 
to understand the process of constructing cultural identity because the pro-
cesses do not resemble and do not have the same coordinates.

The views about adapting to a new cultural environment are divided. On 
the one hand, we have parents who do not seem to notice problems of the 
child adaptation to German kindergarten. On the other hand, we have the 
views of the teachers. Ramona sees the adaptation of children as a dif  cult 
period in which “most are scared.” “It’s just terrible to put yourself in a situ-
ation,” she adds. In order to argue, the teacher adds to the well-known rea-
sons for entering the community the language barrier. The newcomers in the 
group suddenly hear an unknown language, which they are urged to speak.

Ramona noticed that children adopt strategies. The sooner they  nd play-
mates, the faster the integration in the group. 

There is also a point of transition to a genuine relaxation. “The shift is when 
the child says: I can do it myself, it is okay. I think here is a click and the child 
becomes more dominant about himself, he feels he can do it alone” (Ramona). 
Thus, adaptation depends on the independence of the child, independence 
that is otherwise urged to be won as quickly as possible to strengthen self-
con  dence. More than urged, the child is placed in situations where he must 
do things himself. For example, dressing, undressing, going alone in the group 
room, brushing his teeth alone, deciding how much toothpaste to use, deciding 
what toy it wants to play with, etc.

Free play
In analysing free play, the  rst observation is that children play all over the 

classroom space, including the toilet. Free play periods range from 30 minutes 
to 1 hour. Allotted time is not scattered. Apart from Ovidiu (3 years), all chil-
dren are looking for their playmates as soon as they are allowed to play freely.

Children use exclusively Romanian language in free play. Romanian, as 
Carmen concludes, is “the language of play”. She also says, “These children 
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have to express themselves. In which language do you better talk if not in your 
mother tongue?”

Both teachers are aware of the importance of the mother tongue and its role 
in the natural expression of children, majority Romanians. 

Educators notice pre-schoolers’ efforts to learn German. In their opinion, 
preschool children go through three stages in acquiring language skills. In the 
 rst year, children just get used to their spoken language. In the second, they 

begin to understand, and in the third, to speak. That is why they are reluctant 
to enrol children after the age of four, because they will leave the kindergarten 
without going through the three stages. And if time is offset by meditation and 
further training, children go through a dif  cult language acquisition process 
and their effort is not positively evaluated by teachers.

In focus groups, children in this category translate the extra learning effort 
into “slippers who do not want to go to kindergarten” or frustration with their 
mother (German teacher) who speaks “all German!” (Valeriu, 5 years old).

When asked to speak in German, even those who do, before expressing 
themselves, have a very short moment of pause imbued with shame. Shame 
is all the more noticeable as the language level decreases. Most of the time, 
those asked to answer in German and who do not know how to do it, end the 
conversation quietly, and the educator translates for them into what they think 
they intended to say.

In free play, problems disappear because the little ones address each other 
in their mother tongue. Children’s actions seem to come out in an expected 
order.

Children play age-speci  c games with varied roles and scenarios commonly 
encountered during the pre-operative period and the concrete operations. Two 
scenarios stand out. First, the construction of towers as high as possible. Here 
competition is the basic idea. The tallest tower was built together with one of 
the teachers and reached the ceiling. After the tower was built, children always 
tried to achieve this performance.

And the second one is proposed by Veronica (6 years old), a girl strug-
gling to adapt to the group, although she has been in this class for two years. 
The child has gone through the divorce of parents, is emotional and refuses to 
engage in activities. In free play it is different. Veronica proposes to older girls 
the game of puppies, in which she is the main character. Veronica is stubborn 
to remain the leader of the dogs and does not relinquish to the position. Denial 
of the right of others to take over the leadership of the dogs can be a form 
of abusive entry into the group that fails to adapt. The girl’s slow voice does 
not change during the game, she speaks to her colleagues almost in a whis-
per and is attentive to teachers who may  nd irregularities in her mischievous 
approach, which would be sanctioned based on the principle of cooperation, 
mutually adopted in the group.

Competition in  ltrates all the activities of the children, including free play. 
However, the desire to join the group and the recognition they need (they want 
to be like the brave ones, who are associated with those who know German), 
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makes pre-schoolers come to compromise and cooperation. “It happens to us 
at that point [of cooperation],” Ramona asserts, referring to an authentic level 
of cooperation, not a compromise.

The free play of children is noisy. Erikson (1965, p. 25) assumes that children 
have “the ability to express in a spatial con  guration what they do not dare or 
dare to say”. The high attendance of pre-schoolers contributes to the noise of 
the group, especially during free activities. More than this, the moments of 
play bear the expression of release, including verbally (and we associate the 
language used in the game, that is, the Romanian language in which they can 
express themselves naturally), but also physically. 

Autonomy-Shame/Doubt
Children’s tasks and the urge to execute them are identi  able early on. The 

small independence linked to personal needs strengthens their con  dence in 
their own capabilities. The youngsters come quickly to no longer depend on an 
adult to dress themselves or to go to the toilet. These purchases are counted in 
the personal development economy, being visible in the free play. They do not 
depend on the educator to get the toy they want, and if they need help to take 
a toy they express their desire urgently.

Competition, is inevitably met in a mixed group, but also used as a lever 
for transmission of knowledge, generates doubt and shame, because it always 
takes into account those among whom they want to stay and want to be 
recognised.

 
Initiative-Guilt
The initiative in games, resulting from the self-con  dence, is in relation 

too with competition and the colleagues in the core of the group. Children 
with initiative are loved, relaxed, and active. They also develop rivalries and 
are jealous. Victoria and Antonio, the leaders of the group, are the ones who 
have most initiatives. They propose game ideas, they gather colleagues in a 
circle when they need to be counted, and they organize the collection of toys. 
Because their level of German is good, the initiative is associated with those 
who have this feature. By comparing them, there is an intrinsic processing of 
guilt, which determines the behaviour of both the deprived and those who 
are active. Victor (5 years) is surprised to console Ovidiu (3 years old) who is 
crying at a time of trouble in solving a construction game. The empathy of the 
older boy is impressive.

From the other direction, the guilt of the youngest or the new entrants has a 
much more personal touch. They are in competition with themselves in becom-
ing the best, boasting allowing them to control the game, to be af  liated and 
to be close to the model they are aiming at. The process is not easy. Frustration 
of the unhappy is observed in the silence of free play, in listening to initiatives 
from leaders. By contrast, those in the nucleus are much more vocal, louder 
and more imposing. The situation will change with time when the little ones 
will take over and will be themselves part of the core of the group.
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Summary of findings 

Validation of hypothesis
The main hypothesis is validated. The con  guration of cultural identity 

components of the observed children undergoes changes that they do not com-
prehend, but can be converted into adverse emotional states.

Research questions
1. Are children aware of the differences between Romanian and German cul-

tural elements?
From the data collected through focus groups we can conclude that 
although pre-schoolers know how to name the languages   they speak, they 
recognize the  ag of Romania and Germany, and know different aspects 
of the practice of home and kindergarten, they are not aware of them and 
do not separate them, neither under the imprint of a label.

2. Are children able to label different ethnicities? What are those labels?
Pre-schoolers label the different ethnic groups, but the labels are picked 
up from teachers’ and parents’ speech and attitude. Regarding the percep-
tion of being enrolled in the German section, it is remarked that children 
internalise the prestige of being in the German group.

3. What is the autonomy-shame conjunction and what effects does this con-
 guration have on the cultural identity of children? 

Children’s autonomy is built through early responsibility. The young 
are urged to gain as early as possible their independence in terms of 
personal needs, but also by free expression of their own opinions. Shame 
comes from disobedience and has three sources. First, the negative atten-
tion of colleagues with whom they compete to be the best. The idea of   
doing it is, on the one hand, an extension of the parents’ desire, and on 
the other hand, a need for appreciation from the teachers. The second 
source is intrinsic. Pre-schoolers notice an early sensitivity to the ben-
e  ts of personal independence and do not want to lower their level with 
small compromises in the presence of parents. And the third source is 
the need for af  liation to the group through play and the attraction to 
the core of the group that tempers their competition. Sources generate 
both positive feelings and frustrations. The shift between autonomy and 
shame, with the speci  ed nuances, makes self-con  dence build up at an 
early stage.

4. What is the role of free play in this context of cultural identity construction?
The free play initiative is a result of self-con  dence, enthralled by the 
competition and model of teachers and peers in the core of the group. 
Along with the initiative, the guilt is seen in two forms. First, in the form 
of desire that increases the frustration of the need to win and do things 
on their own. Then, in the form of the way, especially by those new to 
the group, towards the appreciation of teachers and becoming according 
to the model of the colleagues in the core of the group. In both forms, we 
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are talking about the fault attributed and auto-attributed to the self in the 
case of the inability to win, to do it themselves, to receive appreciation, to 
become the best/the brave/those who know German.

Limitations

Among research limitations we mention: 
• Low recording quality; the sequences captured are regarded as argu-

ments and sources of explanation for the subject being treated, not for 
artistic value. The researcher does not have technical skills.

• The recordings were made only by a researcher, so the prospect bears 
its vision. 

Conclusion

Education, according to Jerome Seymour Bruner (1996), is not just a 
technical matter of good processing and transmission of information, it is a 
complex game of cultural matching with the needs of its members and vice 
versa. Essential bridges created by the connection between the members of 
a culture and their culture require coherence. Continuous negotiation with 
external cultural constraints is our way of complying with the present and of 
understanding and justifying the future we are planning (Bruner, 2006). So, 
compliance and negotiation are part of the process of building our cultural 
identity. And harmony must not be sought in the image of constraints in 
general, but in the nuances they receive in the process of building cultural 
identity.

The study only examines present issues. We can only project the impor-
tance of this model of building the cultural identity of children when they are 
mature. However, we can note the frustrations that pre-schoolers go through 
to meet their parents’ desire to be in the German section, and the inner con  ict 
due to the reverse relationship between frustrations and the bene  ts of per-
sonal independence gained earlier.

Above the whole process and the daily reality that children live in, we are 
surprised the fault attributed and auto-attributed to the self in case loosing, the 
constant need to receive appreciation, to become as those who know German. 
The observed children go through an early development that sends them to 
the state of diligence earlier. Here we can outline disharmonic nuances caused 
by the high level of frustration and the superiority attributed to the af  liation 
to the German section, but again covered by fault, fear of failure, exclusion or 
failure to meet expectations.
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